This is my last report as president of IADT. I must begin by thanking members, Officers and Directors for the privilege of serving the Association though what has been a successful two years. We have made tremendous progress. Membership is at record levels. We are financially sound. Administratively, thanks to our Association with RES, there are procedures in place that will serve us well for many years to come. Our association with RES continues to grow, and I have recently signed an agreement that will formalize our arrangements for the next four years. Special thanks to Lynn Reeves.

There have been many highlights over the past two years. Perhaps the greatest was the fantastic 19th World Congress held in conjunction with the Australian and New Zealand Associations of Endodontology in August. Over 800 delegates from 31 countries listened to nearly 30 keynote speakers share their knowledge. Scientifically it was a great success. Thanks to support from trade exhibitors and the generosity of the Brisbane Events Corporation, it proved financially very successful also for IADT. For the first time concurrent Lunch and Learn sessions were featured. It is impossible to thank all those who contributed - particular thanks, however, to the Scientific Program Committee, especially Lamar Hicks and Steve Harlamb.

A highlight has been the final introduction of the IADT Fellowship after many years of planning. The Association now boasts over 100 foundation fellows and six fellows by examination. Special thanks to the fellowship committee and
Anne O'Connell. Lectures have been added to the website, which in 2017 will see a facelift with overdue new badging and a mobile friendly interface. The Facebook page continues to grow, with 9000 followers. As president, I have been privileged to personally present award of our highest honour, the Jens Andreasen Lifetime Achievement Award to Martin Trope and Marie Therese Flores. Introduction of a yearly IADT Case Competition is imminent. IADT has supported a Dental Traumatology Core Outcomes Study under the direction of Peter Day. All IADT records and procedures are now located in a central Dropbox repository accessible to Board members.

The Board met recently with delegations from India headed by Nitesh Tewari and Ajay Logani, and a large delegation from China headed by Yi Gong. Fruitful discussions were held regarding potential new dental trauma societies and future congresses.

We have a great Association with worthwhile objectives. As I move from office I wish the next administration headed by Nestor Cohenca every success in furthering our goals and fulfilling our mission statement.

Thank you all!

Alex Moule- IADT President

Dr. Alex Moule, President of IADT and President of the Congress, addressing the participants of the 19th World Congress in Dental Traumatology (WCDT 2016)
2- IADT’s 19th World Congress (WCDT 2016) in Brisbane

The IADT’s 19th World Congress in Dental Traumatology and 5th Trans-Tasman Endodontic Conference was hosted by the IADT, the Australian Society of Endodontology and the New Zealand Society of Endodontics. The Congress was relevant to anyone with an interest in dental traumatology, including general practitioners, endodontists, prosthodontists, oral surgeons, periodontists, orthodontists and pediatric dentists.

Over 800 delegates attended WCDT 2016, August 11-13, in Brisbane Australia and were privileged to listen to 35 of the world’s greatest speakers in the field of dental traumatology. Thank you attendees, presenters and sponsors for joining us at what has been described by many as the most successful IADT dental trauma congress to date.

If you were unable to attend some of the lectures or enjoyed some in particular, you will be happy to know that select presentations are available for purchase using this link:

WCDT 2016 Presentations

If you wish to revive special moments of the Congress, or for those who were unable to attend the meeting but wish they had been there, please be aware that photos are available for viewing and purchase at WCDT 2016 Photos using the password dental 2016.
Fig. 1: Plenary WCDT 2016 conference room full of participants.

Fig. 2: Another Conference room full of participants during the joint IADT- Trans Tasman Congress.
Fig. 3: Poster presentation session during the Congress.

Fig. 4: Participants improving their skills thanks to the Congress and to the exhibitors.
Fig. 5: An exhibition hall full of sponsors and worldwide participants.

Fig. 6: A studious Lunch and Learn session, here with speaker Dr. C. Bourguignon from Paris, France. This is the first time that this type of session format is organized within an IADT Congress.
3- Jens Andreasen’s Lifetime Achievement Award 2016

“The JOA Lifetime Achievement Award in Dental Traumatology is the highest award in IADT. It is to be given occasionally to distinguished IADT members who, during their lifetime, have made exceptional contributions in dental traumatology in the fields of research, traumatology education, and organizational leadership”.

Professor Marie Therese is a pediatric dentist and longtime friend of IADT. Her contribution to the International Association of Dental Traumatology has been immense. She served as president of the Association from 2003 to 2006, and a director from 1991 to 2001, and again from 2008 to 2011.

Marie Therese played a major role in compiling the first IADT Dental Trauma Guidelines, which in their present format are now the gold standard guidelines for traumatic dental injuries. These are endorsed by many major International Dental Organizations. She was congress chair of the 13th World Dental Traumatology Congress in Santiago Chile in 2005. 10 years ago Marie Therese was instrumental in setting up the IADT website.

She is a co-author of Traumatic Dental Injuries - A Manual, is the author of several chapters in the widely acclaimed Textbook and Color Atlas of Traumatic Dental Injuries. She is also the co-author of fifteen peer-reviewed dental trauma articles and a regular contributor and presenter at IADT congresses. She lectures widely on many aspects of dental traumatology on the international stage. The Honors and Awards Committee recently assessed the Marie Therese Flores fulfilled all the requirements and unanimously recommended she be the recipient of IADT’s highest award, the Jens Ove Andreasen Lifetime Achievement Award in Dental Traumatology.

Professor M. T. Flores receiving her award from Professor Jens Andreasen, founder of IADT, and from Dr. Alex Moule, IADT President.
4- World Congress 2016 in Brisbane- Award Winners

The IADT’s 19th World Congress in Dental Traumatology and 5th Trans-Tasman Endodontic Conference has awarded prizes in the categories Oral Research, Case Report and Poster presentations. Congratulations to the winners who were:

**Oral presentations:**
- First Place Oral Research: **Yousra Akhlef, Denmark**
  Title: Autotransplantation to the anterior maxilla. A retrospective long-term study of 173 premolars.
- Second Place Oral Research: **Magnus Bratteberg, Norway**
  Title: Traumatic dental injuries and related life course events
- First Place Oral Case Report: **Abdullah Casaus, United Kingdom**
  Title: Severe canine intrusion and atraumatic management utilising the Benex system First Place

**Posters:**
- First Place Poster: **Elizabeth Lou, Australia**
  Title: Evaluation of hydroxyl radical diffusion during intracoronal bleaching
- Second Place Poster: **Satoko Kakino, Japan**
  Title: Pulpal circulation in developing healthy and traumatized teeth using TLP
- Third Place Poster: **Alexandra Griffin, United Kingdom**
  Title: Maxillary Central Incisor's at Risk of Trauma with Increased Overjet?
5- IADT Booth during WCDT 2016 in Brisbane

The 19th World Congress on Dental Traumatology held in Brisbane- Australia between 11 – 13th August 2016, has come and gone, but it's memory lingers on. The congress was well attended. The IADT had a Booth at the Exhibition Hall staffed by Lynn Reeves, two Secretaries Assistants and Board Members on rotation in a 2 hour shift throughout the meeting. At the Booth participants were encouraged to join the IADT. We had 52 members registered as new members and an additional 20 a few days after the meeting - a record for the IADT!

A newly registered member being decorated with a member tag at the IADT Booth by IADT Director Dr. Adeleke Oggini.

6- Newly elected IADT officers for 2017-2018

The following were elected by the IADT Board to take office for two years from January 1st, 2017:

President: Dr. Nestor Cohenca, USA
President Elect: Dr. Anne O’Connell, Ireland
Secretary: Dr. Liran Levin, Canada
Treasurer: Dr. Lamar Hicks, USA
Past President: Dr. Alex Moule, Australia

7- Save the date for San Diego

After Australia in 2016, the next IADT Congress will be held from August 16 to 18, 2018 in San Diego, California.